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1. Introduction 
The Gauss function *&(a, b; c: z) is a hypergeometric function of one variable, z, and three 
parameters, a, b and c, and is given by [5] 
O” b)db), zm 24(a, b; c; z) = c 
m=O (4, m! ’ 
where ( -),, denotes the PO&hammer symbol: (a), = r( a + m)/T( a). The Gauss function can be 
generalized by increasing the number of variables. Four such generalizations are investigated by 
Lauricella [3], whose name they carry, and more fully by Appell and KampC de FCriCt [l]. In this 
paper, we consider the Lauricella function of the fourth kind, which is given by 
Fo(a, bi,..., b,,; c; q,..., zn> 
=E . . . f (a)m,+ - m,(bl),, -0. (bn)mn ~1”’ zn”n - . . . _ 
m,=O m,=O k%l,+ “’ +m, m,! m,! * 
We prove an identity by which the multiple series of (2) can be written as a simple series. The 
computation of the Lauricella function can then be simplified by using this identity. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly discuss a problem in 
mathematical statistics, where the Lauricella function _FD turns up. In section 3, the identity 
through which the Lauricella function is expressed as a simple series, is stated and proved. In 
Section 4, the statistics problem is revisited. The paper ends with some concluding remarks. 
Throughout the paper, we assume that all indices kj and mi are nonnegative integers. 
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2. A problem in mathematical statistics 
Consider n random variables Xi, X2, . . . , X, whose joint probability density function is given 
by a Dirichlet distribution with parameters Q, vi,. . . , v,, i.e., [6] 
: 
( 
~(4/l&vi,~fix?-i(l- &)“-‘; 
f(x) = 
x; > 0, i=l >*.*, n, o< ix&l, 
(3) 
i=l 
0 elsewhere, 
where x=(x1,..., x,) and v = C:,Ov,. 
Define X0 = 1 - C:= ,X, and let the n random variables Y,, Y,, . . . , Y, be defined by 
Y = aiXi/ i ajXj 
j=O 
(4) 
for some sequence of positive real-valued numbers a,, a,, . . . , a,. It can be shown that the joint 
probability density function of Y,, Y, ,Y, is given by [2] 
y,aO, i=l,..., n, OG C_Y,Gl, 
i=l 
\ 0 elsewhere, 
where y=(y,,...,y,). 
We are interested in finding the expected values E[ Y,], k = 1,. . . , n, defined by 
Wkl = J J . . . Yig(Yl,..-, ~rz) dY, * * * dYn* 
{yly,>O, i=l,..., n,O<X:=,y,<l) 
- 
: Yi 
I I i 
--Y 
3 
(5) 
(6) 
It can be shown that the expected value E[Y,] is a Lauricella function of the fourth kind by 
using the fact that the integral representation of the Lauricella function F,, is given by [l] 
&(a, bi,..., b,,; c; zl,..., zn) 
=- 
r(c 
x 1 
i 
Combining (5)-(7) 
Vkl = 
r(c) J J . . , - C:=lbi)n;=,T( bi) fJ yb,-l (yly,>O, i=l,..., n,O<E~=,y,<l) I=1 
n \ c-1-E.:=,b, , n \ -a 
- 
then yields 
1 - c ziy, dy, . .- dy,,. 
i=l 
:fi($j”‘F+ vl ,..., v,+l,..., v,; ..,;(I-~), ,.,l-2 . 
( 1) n 
0) 
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3. The computation of Lauricella functions of the fourth kind 
In order to prove the main result of this paper, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Consider the function G( b,, . . . , b,,; z,, . . . , z,), given by 
00 00 
G(b,,...,b,; q,..., z,)= c --- c (bI),,-(b, 
m,=O m,=O 
ml m” 
> 
Z T!.- . . . n 
mn m,! m,! 
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(9) 
(note that G is the Lauricella function FD( a, b,, . . . , b,,; a; zl,. . . , zn) for some arbitrary parameter 
a). 
Let A, be the mth degree term of G( b,, . . . , b,,; zl,. . . , z,,), denoted by Am = [G],, i.e. A,,, is 
found by summing those terms in (9), for which m, + . . . + m, = m (m = 0, 1,. . .). Then A, = 1 
and for m > 0, we have 
A,= c l 
{(k ,,..., k,)lX:;=,jk,=m} k! . . . kl! 
(‘lix’ .. . (!LJk~, 
l 
where the tj’s (j = 1,. . . , m) are given by 
n 
tj = c b,z!. 
i=l 
Proof. A, = 1 is immediately obtained by observing that m, + 
(i=l,...,n). 
Next, we use the serial expansion of (1 - z)-~, given by 
(I- z)-b = f (b)izi 
i=O l! ’ 
to rewrite (9) as 
W l,...,b,,; zl,..., ZJ = fi (1 - Zj)_“Y 
i=l 
Consequently, m > 0 
Using 
(10) 
(11) 
+m,=O implies mi=O 
(13) 
(1 - z)-” = exp( -b log(1 - z)) = exp b,gI 5 , 
(. ‘i 
05) 
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we find 
Observing that all product terms zlpl . - . zp in ( t,/j)k~ satisfy 
pl+ *** +P, =jkj, (17) 
we find the m th degree term of the right-hand side of (16) by choosing k,, k,, . . . such that 
f jkj=m. (18) 
j=l 
Equation (18) implies that kj = 0 for j > m. Hence, for m > 0, we find 
((k, ,..., k,))~,"=,jk,=m} j=l 
Theorem 1. The Lauricella function of the fourth kind F,,( a, b,, . . . , b,,; c; zl,. . . , zn) can be 
written as 
F,,(a, bl,..., b,; c; q,..., zn) 
c 
m ((k ,,..., k,)lE,“=ljk,=m) i=l 
(20) 
wherethetj’s (j=l,..., m) are again given by (11). 
Proof. [F&a, b,, . . . , b,; c; zl,. . . , zn)],, = 1 is again obtained by setting m, = . . - = m, = 0. 
Furthermore, (2) can be rewritten as 
F’(a, b, ,..., 4,; c; zl,..., zn) 
= [&(a, bl,...,b,; c; zr,...,~~)]~ 
+f c 
m=l ((m ,,..., m,)lgL,m,=m} 
* t4m 
= 1 + m;, (c) c fi (bi)m,z = 1-t & @Am, m ((m I,..., m”)lE:=,m,=m} i=l I’ m (21) 
where A, denotes again the mth degree term of the function G( b,, . . . , b,; zl,. . . , z,), given by 
(9). Equation 20 now immediately follows from the lemma. 0 
We remark that the terms A, are proportional to the cycle indicator functions C,( t,, . . . , t,) 
given by 
G?ttl,...,L) = 
~(k,,..,,k,),~,“=,jk,=m) lk1k,!2*‘k,111. . mkmk,! $’ ’ * * ‘lZ;-* 
c (22) 
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CAtI,. . ., t,) is the generating function for the number of permutations of m elements with k, 
unit cycles, k, 2-cycles and so on, see for instance [4]. 
4. The statistics problem revisited 
Returning to the problem formulated is Section 2, we use (8) and (20) to obtain the following 
expression for the expected value E[ Yk]: 
where the terms tkj are given by 
tkj= i y. 1 - ao i=l ,( ---)‘+(I-$)‘, k=l,..., n, j=l,..., m. 
We can further simplify (23) by using the identity 
G&Y.., 
m cj("l,mo-,uj) 
t/J =m! c 
j=O 
j! C’, 
where 
n i 
UjZf cy; l-a, ) 
i i 
m 
i=l ai 
j=l ,***, 
and 
k=l,...,n. 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
Equation (25) is immediately obtained from the following two identities, which can be found in 
[41: 
CPP7(S1+t19*‘*~S~+t*)= 2 5 C,(s,,...,Si)Cm_j(tl,...,t,_j) 
j=O i 1 
and 
c,(x, X2,. . . , X”) = k! *Xk, 
Using (25) we can rewrite (23) as 
(29) 
where the terms uj and r/, are given by (26) and (27), respectively. Consequently, E [ Y,] satisfies 
the following inequality 
V 
- (1~Tk)2. k=l,...,n, (31) 
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where \k denotes the sum of the series 
To prove this inequality, we introduce the notation +,,, for 
1 
(Y+ m +p)m! CA%...,%>; 
consequently, 
where 
eom - @pm = P ~Cm(Ul,...,Um). 
(Y+m)(v+m+p) m! 
Hence, 
(33) 
(34) 
From (31) we conclude that when E[ Y,], k = 1,. . . , n, is approximated by 
the relative error ek is bounded by (ak - ao)/( 6zo/. v). 
We can work out further the- aforementioned results for v + co. Note that lim, ~ ,&k = 0, 
k= l,..., n . Consequently, 
lim E[Yk] =rakvk, k=l,..., n, 
Y’lxl (35) 
where 2’ is given by 
(36) 
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Furthermore, it can be shown that (30) also holds for k = 0, where Y, is defined as Y, = 1 - Cy=,Y, 
by applying the computations described above to the integral 
~Y,,-->Y,) dy, -. . dy,,. 
Consequently, we obtain, using r. = 0, 
WI 
and 
lim E[Y,] = ~a,~,. 
Y+cc 
From (35) and (39) we finally conclude that 
(39) 
k= I,..., n. (40) 
5. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we studied the Lauricella function of the fourth kind. An identity was proved 
which enables a reduction of the multiple-series representation of the Lauricella function to a 
simple-series representation in terms of cycle indicator functions. This identity was used to give 
an approximate solution to a problem in mathematical statistics. 
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